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Abstract. Digital contours in a binary image can be described as an
ordered vector set. In this paper an extension of the string edit distance is
dened for its computation between a pair of ordered sets of vectors. This
way, the dierences between shapes can be computed in terms of editing
costs. In order to achieve ecency a dominant point detection algorithm
should be applied, removing redundant data before coding shapes into
vectors. This edit distance can be used in nearest neighbour classication
tasks. The advantages of this method applied to isolated handwritten
character classication are shown, compared to similar methods based
on string or tree representations of the binary image.

1 Introduction
The description of an object contour in a binary image as a string [1] using
Freeman codes [2] or using a tree representation structure [3,1] is widely used
in pattern recognition. For using these structures in a recognition task, the edit
distance is often used as a measure of the dierences between two instances.
Both, string edit distances [4] and tree edit distances [5] are used, depending on
the data structures utilised for representing the problem data. In this paper, in
order to obtain a representation of the object contour from a binary image, an
ordered vector set is extracted, and an edit distance measure is dened between
pairs of instances of this representation. This measure is an extension of the
string edit distance, adding two new rules and changing vectors by symbols.
Freeman chain codes keep very ne details of the shapes since they code
the relations between every pair of adjacent pixels of the contours. To avoid
computation time and in order to remove irrelevant details, a dominant point
detection algorithm is needed. The goal is to reduce the features that represent a
binary image in order to remove redundant data to compute the distance faster,
keeping the nal classication time low and good error rates.
?
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The remainder of this paper consists of four sections. In section 2, two different representations of the same binary image are extracted. In section 3, a
new distance based in ordered vector set is dened. In section 4, the results of
experiments in a classication task, applying string and ordered vector set edit
distances are presented. Finally in section 5, the conclusions and future word are
presented.

2 Feature extraction from a binary image
The goal of the ordered vector set is to describe the contour of an object using
the least possible number of elements. The classical representation of a contour
in a binary image links the contour pixels with their neighbors using 0 to 7 (see
Fig. 1) codes which represent a discrete number of 2D directions. This way, a
string that represents the contour is obtained (Fig. 2 top-right).
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Fig. 1. Freeman 2D code
This kind of feature extraction assumes that all linked pixels are of equal
importance. If we select the most representative points of the contour and link
all these points, a compact representation of 2D gures is obtained, with less
features than using Freeman codes.
The idea is to select a set of dominant points in a contour [6,7], link those
points following the contour of the gure using 2D vectors, and then use these
ordered vector set to represent the image (Fig. 2 bottom-right).
In a particular application of handwritten character recognition, it is recommended to apply some lter operations to original image before extracting
and coding the contours [8] including an opening lter [9] and a thinning algorithm [10] in order to remove noise and redundant information.

3 Ordered vector set edit distance
The string edit distance denition [4] is based on three edit operations: insertion,
deletion, and substitution. Let Σ the alphabet, A, B ∈ Σ ∗ two nite strings of
characters, and Λ is a null character. A hii is the ith character of the string A;
A hi : ji is the substring form the ith to j th characters of A, both inclusive.
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Fig. 2. General scheme. From the binary image, morphological lters are applied to
correct gaps and spurious points. Thus, contour and skeleton are obtained. From the
rst, the chain code is obtained and from the second, the ordered vector set is extracted
using a dominant point selection algorithm.
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An edit operation is a pair (a, b) ∈ (Σ ∪ {Λ}) : (a, b) 6= (Λ, Λ). So, the basic
edit operations are substitution a → b, insertion Λ → b and deletion a → Λ. If a
generic cost function is associated to each operation γs (a → b), the cost of the
sequence of edit operations that transforms a nite string A in B is dened as

ds (A,
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γs (Λ → B h1i) + ds (A, B h2 : |B|i)
|B| ≥ 1
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The similar idea of an ordered string is extended to an ordered vector set.
∗
Let V, W ∈ (R×[0, 2π]) a nite set of vectors and Λ is a null vector. V hii is
the vector ith in the set V , VN hii is the norm and Vα hii is the angle of the
ith vector; V hi : ji is the subset from ith to j th component vectors of V , both
included.
Now, an edit operation is a pair (v, w) ∈ (R×[0, 2π]) , (v, w) 6= (Λ, Λ) :
(v, w∗ ) ∪ (v ∗ , w). So, the basic edit operations are substitution (1 to 1) v → w,
substitution (1 to N ) called fragmentation v → w+ , substitution (N to 1) called
consolidation v + → w, insertion Λ → w and deletion v → Λ. Here, we have
considered the case that one vector could be replaced by N , or vice versa.
When using dominant points, it is usual that a small change in the contour
generates a new dominant point, so when comparing two prototypes 1 vector
in the rst prototype can be similar to N continuous vectors from the second
prototype.
The cost of sequence of edit operations that transforms a nite ordered vector
set V into W , if we establish a cost function γv (v ∗ , w∗ ), is dened as

dv (V,
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γv (Λ → W h1i) + dv (V, W h2 : |W |i)
|W | ≥ 1
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In a similar way to the ecient (dynamic programming technique) algorithm
proposed in [4] for computing the string edit distance, it can be extended to
compute the ordered vector set edit distance in the following way:

1. Function vectorEditDistance(V ,W )
2. D[0, 0] := 0;
3. for i := 1 to |V | do D[i, 0] := D[i − 1, 0] + γv (V hii → Λ);
4. for j := 1 to |W | do D[0, j] := D[0, j − 1] + γv (Λ → W hji);
5. for i := 1 to |V | do

6.
for j := 1 to |W | do
7.
m1 := D[i − 1, j − 1] + γv (V hii → W hji);
8.
m2 := D[i − 1, j] + γv (V hii → Λ);
9.
m3 := D[i, j − 1] + γv (Λ → W hji);
10.
m := ∞;
11.
for k := 1 to |V | do
12.
if (i − k) ≥ 0 then
13.
m := min {m, D[i − k, j − 1] + γv (V hi − k : ii → W hji)};
14.
endfor
15.
for k := 1 to |W | do
16.
if (j − k) ≥ 0 then
17.
m := min {m, D[i − 1, j − k] + γv (V hii → W hj − k : ji)};
18.
endfor
19.
D[i, j] := min(m, m1 , m2 , m3 );
20.
endfor
21. endfor
22. return D[i, j]
The complexity of the string edit distance algorithm is proportional to the
length of both strings, O(|A| |B|). In the case of the vectorEditDistance, it has
three nested loops and the complexity is O(|V | |W | max {|V | |W |} O(γv )), but if
we consider that a vector can be replaced by a xed constant number of vectors
and the function γv dened bellow, the complexity is reduced to O(|V | |W |).
Thus, the cost is similar to that of the string edit distance.
To compute the dierence between one vector and a set of N vectors, used
in vectorEditDistance, the following function is utilised:

1. Function γv (V hki → W hi : ji)
2. float auxN := 0, aunAng := 0, r := 0, rSubs := 0, rLef t := 0
3. auxN := VN hki //Norm single vector
4. auxAng := Vα hki //Angle single vector
5. for l := i to j do
6.
if auxN ≥ 0 then //Left norm single vector
7.
rSubs := rSubs + auxN ∗ closest(auxAng, Wα hli)
8.
auxAng := Wα hli
9.
endif
10.
auxN := auxN − WN hli
11. endfor
12. if auxN ≥ 0 then //Left norm single vector
13.
rLef t := auxN ∗ kInsertion
14. else //Norms W vectors > V
15.
rLef t := −auxN ∗ kDeletion
16. endif
17. return rSubs + rLef t

where closest(angle1, angle2) returns the smallest angle between both parameters, resulting a value in [0, π]. The kInsertion = kDeletion = π/2 is the maximum
possible dierence between two angles.
The functions γv (V hi.ji → W hki) and γv (V hii → W hji) are similar. In
the rst case, the parameters change the order and in the second case, both
parameters are unitary vectors.
The insertion and deletion functions are dened as γv (Λ → W hji) = |W hji|∗
kInsertion and γv (V hii → Λ) = |V hji| ∗ kDeletion.

4 Experiments
Three algorithms have been compared based on dierent contour descriptions:
1. Classical Freeman chain code extracted from the object contour in the binary
image. Any point reduction method is applied.
2. The ordered vector set extracted from the dominant points computed by the
algorithm described in [7], that will be referred as non collinear dominant
points (NCDP).
3. The new structure based in the ordered vector set extracted from dominant
points described in [6]. In this article, 1 − curvature and k − curvature algorithms are dened in order to select dominant points using these measures.
The authors showed that the obtained dominant points were similar for both
curvature measures, so we utilised the faster one: 1 − curvature.
In the preliminary trials tested, the algorithm 1 − curvature obtained lower
error rates than NCDP. Thus, the k parameter in the vectorEditDistance function was tuned when applied to 1 − curvature. The k parameter is the maximum
number of continuous vectors that was set to k = 1.
A classication task using the NIST SPECIAL DATABASE 3 of the National Institute of Standards and Technology was performed using the dierent contour descriptions enumerated above to represent the characters. Only
the 26 uppercase handwritten characters were used. The increasing-size training
samples for the experiments were built by taking 500 writers and selecting the
samples randomly. The nearest neighbour (NN) technique was used for perform
classication.
Figure 3 shows the comparison between the error rate in the vector classication task evaluated for dierent sizes, k (vectorEditDistance ). This experiment
shows that the error rate decreases linearly when the k grows to a limit. If
k grows the number of computations increases as well the classication time.
In this case, we found the lowest error rate with the lowest k , so the optimal
parameter value was k = 3.
The gure 4 shows the classication error rate and the time used in the
classication of 50 examples per class as a function of dierent training set.
In all cases the use of Freeman chain codes generates a lower error rate (less
than 9%) in recognition than using ordered vector sets, although the classication
time is much higher. Thus, the ordered vector set description based on dominant
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Fig. 3. Results for NN classication of characters obtained with ordered vector set

(1 − curvature), dierent training set (200 examples per class) and test set (50 samples
per class and 26 character classes) as a function of dierent number of vectors that can
be replaced in a substitution operation in the vector edit distance: (a) average error
rate ± standard deviation; (b) average classication time.

points 1 − curvature [6] is a good trade-o choice. It obtains also a low error rate
(less than 11%) and it is 10 times faster than using the Freeman chain codes.

5 Conclusions and future work
The computation of the edit distance between ordered vector sets that represent
the contour of an object in a binary image (based on dominant point computation
using 1-curvature) is one order of magnitude faster than using Freeman chain
codes, and it has just a slightly higher error rate when using it for recognition.
The edit distance dened in this paper to compare ordered vector sets has similar
complexity than that of string edit distance. Since the size of the ordered vector
set is signicatively lower than that of strings for representing the same object,
the time needed for computing the distance needed for classication is much
lower.
As it can be seen in the results section the error rate using ordered vector set
based on dominant points is similar to that of using the Freeman chain code.
As future work we planned to use some special labels for each vector to describe the curved shape of the original image in order to obtain a better description of the binary image contour and decrease the error rate in this classication
task. Another possible line of future work is to apply algorithms such as [11] in
order to optimise the cost functions for the ordered vector set edit distance.
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